Taylor Anderson Feels There is a Lot to Tik Tok About at Epperson.
In 2019, Taylor Anderson only had 30 days to move and get resettled before serving her new Tampa Bay
territory as a pharmaceutical trainer. She had been transferred from Palm Beach Gardens along with a
promotion, and needed to find a place to live--fast.
In looking around the area, one community stood out above the rest--Epperson. She points to all the
things we already know and love about Epperson--the Lagoon, the beautiful new homes, and its location
at the heart of a growing and vibrant Wesley Chapel. But one thing sealed the deal for Taylor--Costco.
“One of the things I absolutely want wherever I live is easy access to Costco,” chuckled Taylor. “There are
certain things I only want to buy there.”
Since Epperson was only 10 minutes from the nearest Costco, that was the
icing on the cake for Taylor. Plus, Epperson was the ideal launching pad for
her growing Tik Tok channel. When not training pharmaceutical reps, Taylor
is a food and travel influencer on Tik Tok. She started her channel in July of
2021 and is poised to watch it take off in a big way. In less than six months,
her channel now has 8,500 followers and is growing as fast as the area around
Epperson. She just signed a deal with Revive Foods and hopes to add more big
brands from the hotel and resort industries.
When the Pandemic hit and Taylor found herself grounded from business travel, she took the time to
enjoy the Lagoon often. When her family visits from Ohio, that’s the first place they want to go. She also
added an important addition to her household during that downtime, a Golden Doodle named Macy
who will soon be celebrating her second birthday.
“Epperson has miles of wide walking paths and a great dog park,” said Taylor. “Long walks and playing with
her friends at the park helps get her puppy energy out.”
If you haven’t met Taylor and Macy yet, chances are good you will soon.
“Macy’s the most famous dog at Epperson,” says Taylor.
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